Foxes Summer Term 2018
Newsletter
`
We hope you have had a lovely spring break and you
are all ready for an exciting and jam-packed term.
This newsletter will fill you in on what to expect
in the term ahead.
If you have any further questions please ask…
Mrs O’Leary (Mon/Tues), Mrs Tucker (Wed am/Thurs/Fri), Mr
Arnold (Wed pm),
Mrs Hughes is our LSA who works every morning.
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Our
exciting new
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‘At the seaside’
We will be learning all about the
wonderful seaside as it is now and then
taking a visit back in time to see to
what it was like to visit the seaside in
Victorian times.
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your child’s test sheet they bring home and help them work through
wrong answers. Encourage your child to count in 10’s, 5’s and 2’s
often; climbing stairs, lampposts in the street etc, but also help them
to recognise the written form of times tables such as:
o
1 x 10 = 10, 2 x 10 = 20 etc.
• Reading – Listen to your child read for just a few minutes a day, read
stories to your child at bedtime and enjoy visiting the library
together. In the words of Dr Seuss: ‘The more that you read, the more
things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you will
go.’
• Spellings – These will be tested weekly.

In English, we will continue to develop our
writing using the ‘Talk for Writing’
approach. This term our chosen stories are:

The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch and Sally and the Limpet.
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Year 2s will be learning about 3
shapes, Fractions, time and
statistics. They will also be
recapping lots of addition and
subtractions objectives.

Year 1s will be learning about
weight/mass, numbers to 100, time
money and direction.

Geography

We will be looking at the human
physical features of the seaside
Identifying seaside holiday
destinations and comparing them t
UK.

PE

PE will continue to be on a Monda
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History

We will be learning about the his
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The children will also be learn
about the Italian explorer Christ
Columbus.

